
CLASS-8 

SUBJECT- SCIENCE 

BY   Mrs GEETA ISWANI 

Good Morning  students .As you all are aware that we all are going through critical situation.But take 

care of yourself. I am sending notes of first chapter, if copy is available with you then you can write in 

class work copy. NCERT BOOK you can download and go through the contents and study material 

properly. 

1. CROP PRODUCTION & MANAGEMENT 

AGRICULTURE is the practice of growing crops .Plants grown on a large scale are called 

crops. Those grown for the production of food are called FOOD CROPS. 

E.G.S : Cereals, pulses,  oil seeds. 

Those grown for commercial purposes are called CASH CROPS. 

E.G.S:  Jute , cotton, rubber. 

Crops are classified on the basis of the season of sowing. 

1. KHARIF CROPS- Crops like rice ,jute ,maize which are sown during the monsoon .They 

are harvested around  October. 

2. RABI CROPS-  Crops  like wheat, mustard, gram sown in October. They are harvested 

in the month of March. 

Crops need sufficient air ,water ,sunlight and nutrients to grow well.They also need to be 

protected from diseases .Let us see what farmers  do to ensure the healthy growth of 

crop plants. 

BASIC AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES 

a) Preparing the soil 

b) Sowing seeds 

c) Improving soil fertility 

d) Irrigation 

e) Crop Protection 

f) Harvesting 

 

a) PREPARING THE SOIL  

 



It involves three steps 

PLOUGHING  -  A plough is a farm equipment with a curved blade used to loosen and turn 

the soil.Ploughing loosens the soil and creates air spaces. It also helps the soil retain  

 moisture. 

LEVELLING – The big chunks of soil are broken and the soil is pressed down lightly with a 

leveller. This process is called Levelling .It helps to distribute water evenly over the field. 

MANURING – Some fertilizers and manure are added before the sowing of seeds. 

b)SOWING SEEDS – Seeds have to be sown at the right depth and at right intervals 

.Seeds can be scattered over the field by hand  - called BROADCASTING. 

A better way to use a seed – drill.  A seed drill has a funnel shaped seed bowl connected 

to several tubes. The drill is attached to a plough. 

c)IMPROVING SOIL FERTILITY 

These include adding manure and fertilizers to soil and adopting certain methods of 

farming. 

d)IRRIGATION 

The process of providing water to  crops. 

e)CROP PROTECTION  

Crops have to be protected against diseases, pests and weeds.  

f)HARVESTING  

The process of cutting and gathering a  crop. Modern farmers use a harvester, which cuts 

the crop.  





 

 



 


